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Carbon Capture and Storage
This ground-breaking book chronicles the 1971 war in South Asia by reconstituting the memories of those on opposing sides
of the conflict. 1971 was marked by a bitter civil war within Pakistan and war between India and Pakistan, backed
respectively by the Soviet Union and the United States. It was fought over the territory of East Pakistan, which seceded to
become Bangladesh. Through a detailed investigation of events on the ground, Sarmila Bose contextualises and humanises
the war while analysing what the events reveal about the nature of the conflict itself. The story of 1971 has so far been
dominated by the narrative of the victorious side. All parties to the war are still largely imprisoned by wartime partisan
mythologies. Bose reconstructs events via interviews conducted in Bangladesh and Pakistan, published and unpublished
reminiscences in Bengali and English of participants on all sides, official documents, foreign media reports and other
sources. Her book challenges assumptions about the nature of the conflict, and exposes the ways in which the 1971 war is
still playing out in the region.

Muslim Zion
Pakistan's army has dominated the state for most of its 66 years. It has locked the country in an enduring rivalry with India
to revise the maps in Kashmir and to resist India's slow but inevitable rise. To prosecute these dangerous policies, the army
employs non-state actors under the security of its ever-expanding nuclear umbrella. The Pakistan army started three wars
with India over Kashmir in 1947, 1965, and 1999 and failed to win any of them. It has sustained a proxy war in Kashmir
since 1989 using Islamist militants, some of whom have now turned their guns against the Pakistani state. The Pakistan
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army has supported non-Islamist insurgencies throughout India as well as a country-wide Islamist terror campaign that have
brought the two countries to the brink of war on several occasions. Despite Pakistan's efforts to coerce India, it has only
achieved modest successes. Even though India vivisected Pakistan in 1971, Pakistan continues to see itself as India's equal
and demands the world do the same. The tools that the army prefers to use, non-state actors under a nuclear umbrella, has
brought international opprobrium upon the country and the army. In recent years, erstwhile proxies have turned their gun
on the Pakistani state itself and its peoples. Why does the army persist in pursuing these revisionist policies that have come
to imperil the very viability of the state itself, from which the army feeds? This volume argues that the answer lies, at least
partially, in the strategic culture of the army. From the army's distorted view of history, the army is victorious as long as
can resist India's purported hegemony and the territorial status quo. To acquiesce is defeat. Because the army is unlikely to
abandon these preferences, the world must prepare for an ever more dangerous future Pakistan.

The Ethical Foundations of Social Work
This curated collection examines Stephen Philip Cohen’s impressive body of work. Stephen Philip Cohen, the Brookings
scholar who virtually created the field of South Asian security studies, has curated a unique collection of the most important
articles, chapters, and speeches from his fifty-year career. Cohen, often described as the “dean” of U.S. South Asian
studies, is a dominant figure in the fields of military history, military sociology, and South Asia’s strategic emergence.
Cohen introduces this work with a critical look at his past writing—where he was right, where he was wrong. This
exceptional collection includes materials that have never appeared in book form, including Cohen’s original essays on the
region’s military history, the transition from British rule to independence, the role of the armed forces in India and Pakistan,
the pathologies of India-Pakistan relations, South Asia’s growing nuclear arsenal, and America’s fitful (and forgetful)
regional policy.

Music in Epic Film
Marine Corps master sniper Bob Lee Swagger travels to the remote deserts and caves of Afghanistan to track down a
renegade Marine who is using extreme measures to complete a mission.

Dead Reckoning
The Routledge Handbook of Service Research Insights and Ideas offers authoritative coverage of current scholarship in the
expanding discipline of service research. Original chapters from the world’s leading specialists in the discipline explore
foundations and innovations in services, highlighting important issues relating to service providers, customers, and service
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design. The volume goes beyond previous publications by drawing together material from different functional areas,
including marketing, human resource management, and service process design and operations. These topics are important
in helping readers become knowledgeable about how different functional areas interact to create a successful customer
experience. This book is ideal as a first port of call for postgraduate students desiring to get up to speed quickly in the
services discipline. It is also a must-read for academics new to services who want to access cutting-edge research.

India
Among U.S. allies in the war against terrorism, Pakistan cannot be easily characterized as either friend or foe. Nucleararmed Pakistan is an important center of radical Islamic ideas and groups. Since 9/11, the selective cooperation of
president General Pervez Musharraf in sharing intelligence with the United States and apprehending al Qaeda members has
led to the assumption that Pakistan might be ready to give up its longstanding ties with radical Islam. But Pakistan's status
as an Islamic ideological state is closely linked with the Pakistani elite's worldview and the praetorian ambitions of its
military. This book analyzes the origins of the relationships between Islamist groups and Pakistan's military, and explores
the nation's quest for identity and security. Tracing how the military has sought U.S. support by making itself useful for
concerns of the moment—while continuing to strengthen the mosque-military alliance within Pakistan—Haqqani offers an
alternative view of political developments since the country's independence in 1947.

Exporting Democracy
Seemingly from its birth, Pakistan has teetered on the brink of becoming a failed state. Today, it ranks 133rd out of 148
countries in global competitiveness. Its economy is as dysfunctional as its political system is corrupt; both rely heavily on
international aid for their existence. Taliban forces occupy 30 percent of the country. It possesses over a hundred nuclear
weapons that could easily fall into terrorists' hands. Why, in an era when countries across the developing world are
experiencing impressive economic growth and building democratic institutions, has Pakistan been such a conspicuous
failure? In The Warrior State, noted international relations and South Asia scholar T.V. Paul untangles this fascinating riddle.
Paul argues that the "geostrategic curse"--akin to the "resource curse" that plagues oil-rich autocracies--is at the root of
Pakistan's unique inability to progress. Since its founding in 1947, Pakistan has been at the center of major geopolitical
struggles: the US-Soviet rivalry, the conflict with India, and most recently the post 9/11 wars. No matter how ineffective the
regime is, massive foreign aid keeps pouring in from major powers and their allies with a stake in the region. The reliability
of such aid defuses any pressure on political elites to launch the far-reaching domestic reforms necessary to promote
sustained growth, higher standards of living, and more stable democratic institutions. Paul shows that excessive warmaking efforts have drained Pakistan's limited economic resources without making the country safer or more stable.
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Indeed, despite the regime's emphasis on security, the country continues to be beset by widespread violence and terrorism.
In an age of transnational terrorism and nuclear proliferation, understanding Pakistan's development, particularly the
negative effects of foreign aid and geopolitical centrality, is more important than ever. Painstakingly researched and
brilliantly argued, The Warrior State tackles what may be the world's most dangerous powder keg and uncovers the true
causes of Pakistan's enormously consequential failure.

Dead Zero
A dramatic, playful, brutal, sweeping, and always entertaining reimagining of New York City history, presaging today's
political tyranny. "A postmodern masterwork that outdoes Pynchon in eccentricity--and electricity, with all its dazzling
prose." --Kirkus Reviews, Starred review "Mr. Nersesian's work is a tale of extremes. The finished product weighs more than
4 pounds. If he stacked all his manuscript pages since he began the book back in 1993 it would stand 6 feet tall, a shade
taller than himself, Mr. Nersesian saysMain characters include a fictionalized Robert Moses, the powerful public official who
reshaped New York City and its environs, and his brother Paul, an electrical engineer. A difficult relationship between the
two has dire consequences. There are also pop-culture favorites from the period, including psychedelic evangelist Timothy
Leary; urbanologist Jane Jacobs, and poet Allen Ginsberg. All are intended to show readers how the value of culture erodes
in an isolated world." --Wall Street Journal "Arthur Nersesian is the Bard of Lower East Side ManhattanHe knows every street
corner, every bar, store, book stall, and even the famous 100-year-old Russian shvitz on 10th Street. Nobody does it better.
Not Don DeLillo, not Richard Price, and not William Burroughs." --On the Seawall "A sprawling, engrossing Pentateuch of an
alternate New York CityNersesian's binge-worthy odyssey is a singularly wild ride." --Publishers Weekly "Nersesian is one of
my favorite New York authors; this tome is one to lose yourself in." --Bob Odenkirk, actor, Breaking Bad After a domestic
terrorist unleashes a dirty bomb in Manhattan in 1970, making the borough uninhabitable, FBI agent Uli Sarkisian finds
himself in a world that is suddenly unrecognizable as the United States is faced with its greatest immigration crisis ever:
finding housing for millions of its own citizens. The federal government hastily retrofits an abandoned military installation in
the Nevada desert, vast in size. Despite the government's best intentions, as the military pulls out of "Rescue City," the
residents are increasingly left to their own devices, and tribal warfare fuses with democracy, forming a frightening evolution
of the two-party system: the gangocracy. Years after the Manhattan cleanup was supposed to have been finished, Uli
travels through this bizarre new New York City, where he is forced to reckon with his past, while desperately trying to get
out alive. The Five Books of (Robert) Moses alternates between the outrageous present of Rescue City and earlier in the
twentieth century, detailing the events leading up to the destruction of Manhattan. We simultaneously follow legendary
urban planner Robert Moses through his early years and are introduced to his equally ambitious older brother Paul, a
brilliant electrical engineer whose jealousy toward Robert and anger at the devastation caused by the man's "urban
renewal" projects lead to a dire outcome. Arthur Nersesian's most important work to date examines the political chaos of
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today's world through the lens of the past. Fictional versions of real historical figures populate the pages, from major
politicians and downtown drag queens to notorious revolutionaries and obscure poets.

Making Sense of Pakistan
Romantic Writings is an ideal introduction to the cultural phenomenon of Romanticism - one of the most important
European literary movements and the cradle of 'Modern' culture. Here you will find an accessible introduction to the wellknown male Romantic writers - Blake, Wordsworth, Coleridge, Byron, Shelley and Keats. Alongside are chapters dealing with
poems by Charlotte Smith, Mary Robinson, Ann Barbauld, Elizabeth Barrett Browning which challenge the idea that these
men are the only Romantic writers. As a further counterpoint the book also includes discussion of two German Romantic
short stories by Kleist and Hoffman. Throughout, close-reading of texts is matched by an insistence on reading them in their
historical context. Romantic Writings offers invaluable discussions of issues such as the notion of the Romantic artist;
colonialism and the exotic; and the particular situation of women writers and readers.

Fateful Triangle
This is the first comprehensive study of one of the Third World's most important armies. Professor Stephen P. Cohen has
updated this well-known work for the fiftieth anniversary of independence.

A Course in Ordinary Differential Equations
In recent years Pakistan has emerged as a strategic player on the world stage—both as a potential rogue state armed with
nuclear weapons and as an American ally in the war against terrorism. But our understanding of this country is superficial.
To probe beyond the headlines, Stephen Cohen, author of the prize-winning India: Emerging Power, offers a panoramic
portrait of this complex country—from its origins as a homeland for Indian Muslims to a militarydominated state that has
experienced uneven economic growth, political chaos, sectarian violence, and several nuclear crises with its much larger
neighbor, India. Pakistan's future is uncertain. Can it fulfill its promise of joining the community of nations as a moderate
Islamic state, at peace with its neighbors, or could it dissolve completely into a failed state, spewing out terrorists and
nuclear weapons in several directions? The Idea of Pakistan will be an essential tool for understanding this critically
important country.

Army and Nation
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praise for previous books by stephen d. brookfield "Award-winning author Stephen Brookfield offers insight,inspiration, and
down-to-earth advice to all teachers in settingsas diverse as college, adult education, and secondaryschools—on how to
thrive on the unpredictability of classroomlife."—Better Teaching "The author [relates] some of his own personal
experiences as aneducator in encouraging critical thinking. His insight and honestyin relating these experiences is valuable
andinteresting."—CBE Report "Brookfield's book will serve as an effective focus that canfacilitate faculty in thinking critically
about their work, theircommunity, their relationships, not only individually butcollaboratively."—Teaching Sociology "He
offers clear, jargon-free, and unpretentious guidance."—Reference & Research Book News "The author is so darned good at
finding and highlighting thekey research." —Training "Brookfield illustrates practically his major scholarly interestin this
readable, innovative, and perceptive book on collegeteaching."—Choice

The Five Books of (Robert) Moses
"Examines the antagonistic relationship between India and Pakistan and the territorial and identity issues that have divided
them for sixty-five years, and possibly the next thirty-five, and offers ways the tension between the two might be
ameliorated ifnot solved, including a more active role for the United States"--Provided by publisher.

The Warrior State
One of India's foremost writers assesses the country's achievements and failures over the last fifty years since its
independence from British rule and notes India's importance in the challenges facing America in the twenty-first century.
Reprint.

Teaching for Critical Thinking
Free Jazz, Harmolodics, and Ornette Coleman discusses Ornette Coleman’s musical philosophy of "Harmolodics," an
improvisational system deeply inspired by the Civil Rights Movement. Falling under the guise of "free jazz," Harmolodics can
be difficult to understand, even for seasoned musicians and musicologists. Yet this book offers a clear and thorough
approach to these complex methods, outlining Coleman’s position as the developer of a logical—and historically
significant—system of jazz improvisation. Included here are detailed musical analyses of improvisations, accompanied by
full transcriptions. Intimate interviews between the author and Coleman explore the deeper issues at work in Harmolodics,
issues of race, class, sex, and poverty. The principle of human equality quickly emerges as a central tenet of Coleman’s life
and music. Harmolodics is best understood when viewed in its essential form, both as a theory of improvisation and as an
artistic expression of racial and human equality.
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Islam and Social Policy
India and Pakistan, nuclear neighbors and rivals, fought the last of three major wars in 1971. Far from peaceful, however,
the period since then has been "one long crisis, punctuated by periods of peace." The long-disputed Kashmir issue
continues to be both a cause and consequence of India-Pakistan hostility. Four Crises and a Peace Process focuses on four
contained conflicts on the subcontinent: the Brasstacks Crisis of 1986–1987, the Compound Crisis of 1990, the Kargil
Conflict of 1999, and the Border Confrontation of 2001–2002. Authors P.R. Chari, Pervaiz Iqbal Cheema, and Brookings
senior fellow Stephen P. Cohen explain the underlying causes of these crises, their consequences, the lessons that can be
learned, and the American role in each. The four crises are notable because any one of them could have escalated to a
large-scale conflict, or even all-out war, and three took place after India and Pakistan had gone nuclear. Looking for larger
trends of peace and conflict in the region, the authors consider these incidents as cases of attempted conflict resolution, as
instances of limited war by nuclear-armed nations, and as examples of intervention and engagement by the United States
and China. They analyze the reactions of Indian, Pakistani, and international media and assess the two countries' decisionmaking processes. Fo ur Crises and a Peace Process explains how these crises have affected regional and international
policy and evaluates the prospects for lasting peace in South Asia.

India
India has long been motivated to modernize its military, and it now has the resources. But so far, the drive to rebuild has
lacked a critical component—strategic military planning. India's approach of arming without strategic purpose remains
viable, however, as it seeks great-power accommodation of its rise and does not want to appear threatening. What should
we anticipate from this effort in the future, and what are the likely ramifications? Stephen Cohen and Sunil Dasgupta
answer those crucial questions in a book so timely that it reached number two on the nonfiction bestseller list in India. "Two
years after the publication of Arming without Aiming, our view is that India's strategic restraint and its consequent
institutional arrangement remain in place. We do not want to predict that India's military-strategic restraint will last forever,
but we do expect that the deeper problems in Indian defense policy will continue to slow down military
modernization."—from the preface to the paperback edition

Where Good Ideas Come From
In this compelling memoir, Jane Hawking, Stephen Hawking's first wife, relates the inside story of their extraordinary
marriage. As Stephen's academic renown soared, his body was collapsing under the assaults of motor-neuron disease, and
Jane's candid account of trying to balance his twenty-four-hour care with the needs of their growing family will be
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inspirational to anyone dealing with family illness. The inner strength of the author and the self-evident character and
achievements of her husband make for an incredible tale that is always presented with unflinching honesty; the author's
candour is no less evident when the marriage finally ends in a high-profile meltdown, with Stephen leaving Jane for one of
his nurses, while Jane goes on to marry an old family friend.In this exceptionally open, moving and often funny memoir,
Jane Hawking confronts not only the acutely complicated and painful dilemmas of her first marriage, but also the fault lines
exposed in a relationship by the pervasive effects of fame and wealth. The result is a book about optimism, love and
change that will resonate with readers everywhere.

The Indian Army
At a time when more nuanced understandings of Muslim countries and their legal and social practices are urgently needed
in the West, the appearance of this collection is especially welcome. In these illuminating and accessible essays, the
contributors explain how Islam sees itself in terms of social policy, how it treats women, and how it encourages charity,
education, and general social welfare. The essays encompass many regional cultures and draw on court records and legal
debates, field work on government ministries, and an extensive reading of Islamic law. In his overview of waqf (similar to
the Western idea of a foundation, in which an endowment is set aside in perpetuity for specified purposes), Ahmad Dallal
explains how charity, a central organizing principle in Islam, is itself organized and how waqf, traditionally a source of
revenue for charitable purposes, can also become a source of tension and conflict. Donna Lee Bowen, in her essay on the
position of women in Islamic law, points out the crucial differences between the Islamic principles of family equity and the
Western notion of individual equality. In a subsequent essay, Bowen addresses the problems surrounding family planning
and the dilemmas that have arisen within the Muslim world over differing ideas about birth control. The two final essays
look at specific instances of how the modern state has treated Islamic social policy. Gail Richardson examines zakat, an
Islamic tax used to assist the poor, and its administration in Pakistan. Carol Underwood, meanwhile, explores public health
policy in Iran, both before and after the Islamic revolution that deposed the Shah. Addressing some of the most profound
misunderstandings between Islamic and Western societies, Islam and Social Policy will be of vital interest not only to
scholars and policymakers but to anyone concerned with Islam's critical place in the modern world.

The Future of Pakistan
Using a constructivist model, this study brings nuclear arms control and disarmament back into the debates on the future of
Indo-Pakistani relations. Constructivism recognizes the independent impact of international norms, such as the Nuclear NonProliferation Norm, on India and Pakistan’s nuclear behavior.
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Shooting for a Century
Our knowledge of the world comes from various sources. But it is sometimes said that testimony, unlike other sources,
transmits knowledge from one person to another. In this book, Stephen Wright investigates what the transmission of
knowledge involves and the role the role that it should play in our theorising about testimony as a source of knowledge. He
argues that the transmission of knowledge should be understood in terms of the more fundamental concept of the
transmission of epistemic grounds, and that the claim that testimony transmits knowledge is not only defensible in its own
right but indispensable to an adequate theory of testimony. This makes testimony unlike other epistemic sources.

The Pakistan Army
The on-camera murder of journalist Daniel Pearl was a horrible tragedy, but was there a darker side to the story. In this
book the author traces Pearl's final steps through the Islamic underworld in an investigation that plunges the author into his
own heart of darkness.

Shooting for a Century
Women and Social Movements in Latin America covers a wide array of issues, from the progression of feminist politics in
Latin America to the country specific conditions which give rise to diverse women's organisations.

The Routledge Handbook of Service Research Insights and Ideas
The way most Western politicians talk, democracy is the pinnacle of civilization, the best political system there is. Many
think it's the system the rest of the world ought to adopt. Bob Rae is not one of them. He is too well informed about the
difficulties and dangers of implanting democracy in foreign lands. Exporting Democracy is an eloquently argued book in
which Rae brings his lively, nuanced understanding to bear on the history and current fortunes of this powerful idea. He
shows how it and the related ideas of freedom, human rights, and federalism have been pushed to centre stage by the
collapse of Soviet communism and by ongoing wars to topple secular and religious dictatorships in the Middle East. He's
also witnessed attempts to implant democracy in three countries riven by tribal and ethnic divisions, Iraq, Afghanistan, and
Sri Lanka, and offers readers a cool appraisal of the effort. From the Hardcover edition.

Knowledge Transmission
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"Muslim Zion" argues that Pakistan has never been a nation-state, grounded in the historic connections of lands and
peoples. Just as Israel is the only Jewish state, Pakistan is the only Muslim state to make religion the sole basis of its
nationality. Faisal Devji offers a penetrating critique of founding a state on nothing but the idea of belonging.

Pakistan
Carbon Capture and Storage, Second Edition, provides a thorough, non-specialist introduction to technologies aimed at
reducing greenhouse gas emissions from burning fossil fuels during power generation and other energy-intensive industrial
processes, such as steelmaking. Extensively revised and updated, this second edition provides detailed coverage of key
carbon dioxide capture methods along with an examination of the most promising techniques for carbon storage. The book
opens with an introductory section that provides background regarding the need to reduce greenhouse gas emissions, an
overview of carbon capture and storage (CCS) technologies, and a primer in the fundamentals of power generation. The
next chapters focus on key carbon capture technologies, including absorption, adsorption, and membrane-based systems,
addressing their applications in both the power and non-power sectors. New for the second edition, a dedicated section on
geological storage of carbon dioxide follows, with chapters addressing the relevant features, events, and processes (FEP)
associated with this scenario. Non-geological storage methods such as ocean storage and storage in terrestrial ecosystems
are the subject of the final group of chapters. A chapter on carbon dioxide transportation is also included. This extensively
revised and expanded second edition will be a valuable resource for power plant engineers, chemical engineers, geological
engineers, environmental engineers, and industrial engineers seeking a concise, yet authoritative one-volume overview of
this field. Researchers, consultants, and policy makers entering this discipline also will benefit from this reference. Provides
all-inclusive and authoritative coverage of the major technologies under consideration for carbon capture and storage
Presents information in an approachable format, for those with a scientific or engineering background, as well as nonspecialists Includes a new Part III dedicated to geological storage of carbon dioxide, covering this topic in much more depth
(9 chapters compared to 1 in the first edition) Features revisions and updates to all chapters Includes new sections or
expanded content on: chemical looping/calcium looping; life-cycle GHG assessment of CCS technologies; non-power
industries (e.g. including pulp/paper alongside ones already covered); carbon negative technologies (e.g. BECCS); gas-fired
power plants; biomass and waste co-firing; and hydrate-based capture

Fighting to the End
As both a distinct genre and a particular mode of filmmaking, the idea of the epic has been central to the history of cinema.
Including contributions from both established and emerging film music scholars, the ten essays in Music in Epic Film:
Listening to Spectacle provide a cross-section of contemporary scholarship on the subject. They explore diverse topics,
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including the function of music in epic narratives, the socio-political implications of cinematic music, and the use of preexisting music in epic films. Intended for students and scholars in film music, film appreciation, and media studies, the wide
range of topics and the diversity of the films that the authors discuss make Music in Epic Film: Listening to Spectacle an
ideal introduction to the field of music in epic film.

Romantic Writings
The rivalry between India and Pakistan has proven to be one of the world's most intractable international conflicts, ever
since 1947 when the British botched their departure from the South Asian subcontinent. And the enmity is likely to continue
for another thirty-five years, reaching the century mark. This has critical implications for both countries and the rest of the
world. Renowned South Asia expert Stephen P. Cohen explains why he expects this rivalry to continue in this first
comprehensive survey of the deep historical, cultural, and strategic differences that underpin the hostility. In recent years
the stakes have increased as India and Pakistan have each acquired a hundred or more nuclear weapons, blundered into
several serious crises, and become victims of terrorism, some of it from across their borders. America is puzzled by the
problem of dealing with a rising India and a struggling Pakistan, and Cohen offers a fresh approach for U.S. policy in dealing
with these two powers. Drawing on his rich experience in South Asia to explore the character, depth, and origin of Indian
and Pakistani attitudes toward each other, Cohen develops a comprehensive theory of why the dispute between New Delhi
and Islamabad is likely to persist. He also describes the terrible cost of this animosity for the citizens of India and Pakistan,
including the region's high levels of violence and low level of economic integration. On a more hopeful note, however, he
goes on to suggest developments that could ameliorate the tension, including a more active role for the UnitedStates in
addressing a range of issues that divide the nations. Kashmir is one of these issues, but as much a consequence as a cause
of the rivalry. Can India and Pakistan resolve their many territorial and identity issues? Perhaps the best they can expect in
the near term is a limited degree of normalization, including bottom-up ideas generated by the peace and business
communities, as well as a realistic assessment by strategic elites of the two states' shared common interests. "Right now,
full normalization seems unlikely," Cohen writes in the preface, "so this book is suffused with conditional pessimism:
normalization would be desirable, but there are worse futures than a projection of the present rivalry for another thirty
years or more."

Arming without Aiming
Pakistan's transformation from supposed model of Muslim enlightenment to a state now threatened by an Islamist takeover
has been remarkable. Many account for the change by pointing to Pakistan's controversial partnership with the United
States since 9/11; others see it as a consequence of Pakistan's long history of authoritarian rule, which has marginalized
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liberal opinion and allowed the rise of a religious right. Farzana Shaikh argues the country's decline is rooted primarily in
uncertainty about the meaning of Pakistan and the significance of 'being Pakistani'. This has pre-empted a consensus on
the role of Islam in the public sphere and encouraged the spread of political Islam. It has also widened the gap between
personal piety and public morality, corrupting the country's economic foundations and tearing apart its social fabric. More
ominously still, it has given rise to a new and dangerous symbiosis between the country's powerful armed forces and
Muslim extremists. Shaikh demonstrates how the ideology that constrained Indo-Muslim politics in the years leading to
Partition in 1947 has left its mark, skillfully deploying insights from history to better understand Pakistan's troubled present.

Free Jazz, Harmolodics, and Ornette Coleman
From the New York Times–bestselling author Stephen M. Walt, The Hell of Good Intentions dissects the faults and foibles of
recent American foreign policy—explaining why it has been plagued by disasters like the “forever wars” in Iraq and
Afghanistan and outlining what can be done to fix it. In 1992, the United States stood at the pinnacle of world power and
Americans were confident that a new era of peace and prosperity was at hand. Twenty-five years later, those hopes have
been dashed. Relations with Russia and China have soured, the European Union is wobbling, nationalism and populism are
on the rise, and the United States is stuck in costly and pointless wars that have squandered trillions of dollars and
undermined its influence around the world. The root of this dismal record, Walt argues, is the American foreign policy
establishment’s stubborn commitment to a strategy of “liberal hegemony.” Since the end of the Cold War, Republicans and
Democrats alike have tried to use U.S. power to spread democracy, open markets, and other liberal values into every nook
and cranny of the planet. This strategy was doomed to fail, but its proponents in the foreign policy elite were never held
accountable and kept repeating the same mistakes. Donald Trump won the presidency promising to end the misguided
policies of the foreign policy “Blob” and to pursue a wiser approach. But his erratic and impulsive style of governing,
combined with a deeply flawed understanding of world politics, are making a bad situation worse. The best alternative, Walt
argues, is a return to the realist strategy of “offshore balancing,” which eschews regime change, nation-building, and other
forms of global social engineering. The American people would surely welcome a more restrained foreign policy, one that
allowed greater attention to problems here at home. This long-overdue shift will require abandoning the futile quest for
liberal hegemony and building a foreign policy establishment with a more realistic view of American power. Clear-eyed,
candid, and elegantly written, Stephen M. Walt’s The Hell of Good Intentions offers both a compelling diagnosis of America’s
recent foreign policy follies and a proven formula for renewed success.

India
Look out for Johnson’s new book, Wonderland, now on sale. The printing press, the pencil, the flush toilet, the battery--these
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are all great ideas. But where do they come from? What kind of environment breeds them? What sparks the flash of
brilliance? How do we generate the breakthrough technologies that push forward our lives, our society, our culture? Steven
Johnson's answers are revelatory as he identifies the seven key patterns behind genuine innovation, and traces them across
time and disciplines. From Darwin and Freud to the halls of Google and Apple, Johnson investigates the innovation hubs
throughout modern time and pulls out the approaches and commonalities that seem to appear at moments of originality.

Women and Social Movements in Latin America
For years, Americans have seen India as a giant but inept state. That negative image is now obsolete. After a decade of drift
and uncertainty, India is taking its expected place as one of the three major states of Asia. Its pluralist, secular democracy
has allowed the rise of hitherto deprived castes and ethnic communities. Economic liberalization is gathering steam, with
six percent annual growth and annual exports in excess of $30 billion. India also has a modest capacity to project military
power. The country will soon have a two-carrier navy and it is developing a nuclear-armed missile capable of reaching all of
Asia. This landmark book provides the first comprehensive assessment of India as a political and strategic power since
India's nuclear tests, its 1999 war with Pakistan, and its breakthrough economic achievements. Stephen P. Cohen examines
the domestic and international causes of India's "emergence," he discusses the way social structure and tradition shape
Delhi's perceptions of the world, and he explores India's relations with neighboring Pakistan and China, as well as the
United States. Cohen argues that American policy needs to be adjusted to cope with a rising India—and that a relationship
well short of alliance, but far more intimate than in the past, is appropriate for both countries.

The Hell of Good Intentions
Sir Syed Ahmed Khan's remarkable achievements, the emergence of the Indian National Congress and the Muslim League,
the partition of Bengal, the granting of separate electorates, the Khilafat Movement, and the last minute manoeuvrings of
both sides as the prospect of Independence drew nearer, are all excellently told. Impacting on this entire complex set of
events, for better or worse, is the policy of the British Government.

The South Asia Papers
With each passing day, Pakistan becomes an even more crucial player in world affairs. Home of the world's second-largest
Muslim population, epicenter of the global jihad, location of perhaps the planet's most dangerous borderlands, and armed
with nuclear weapons, this South Asian nation will go a long way toward determining what the world looks like ten years
from now. The Future of Pakistan presents and evaluates several scenarios for how the country will develop, evolve, and act
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in the near future, as well as the geopolitical implications of each. Led by renowned South Asia expert Stephen P. Cohen, a
team of authoritative contributors looks at several pieces of the Pakistan puzzle. The book begins with Cohen's broad yet
detailed overview of Pakistan, placing it within the context of current-day geopolitics and international economics. Cohen's
piece is then followed by a number of shorter, more tightly focused essays addressing more specific issues of concern.
Cohen's fellow contributors hail from America, Europe, India, and Pakistan itself, giving the book a uniquely international
and comparative perspective. They address critical factors such as the role and impact of radical groups and militants,
developments in specific key regions such as Punjab and the rugged frontier with Afghanistan, and the influence of—and
interactions with—India, Pakistan's archrival since birth. The book also breaks down relations with other international
powers such as China and the United States. The all-important military and internal security apparatus come under scrutiny,
as do rapidly morphing social and gender issues. Political and party developments are examined along with the often
amorphous division of power between Islamabad and the nation's regions and local powers. Uncertainty about Pakistan's
trajectory persists. The Future of Pakistan helps us understand the current circumstances, the relevant actors and their
motivation, the critical issues at hand, the different outcomes they might produce, and what it all means for Pakistanis,
Indians, the United States, and the entire world. Praise for the work of Stephen P. Cohen The Idea of Pakistan: "The
intellectual power and rare insight with which Cohen breaks through the complexity of the subject rivals that of classics that
have explained other societies posting a comparable challenge to understanding."— Middle East Journal India: Emerging
Power: "In light of the events of September 11, 2001, Cohen's perceptive, insightful, and balanced account of emergent
India will be essential reading for U.S. foreign policymakers, scholars, and informed citizens."— Choice

Four Crises and a Peace Process
Taking a long view of the three-party relationship, and its future prospects In this Asian century, scholars, officials and
journalists are increasingly focused on the fate of the rivalry between China and India. They see the U.S. relationships with
the two Asian giants as now intertwined, after having followed separate paths during the Cold War. In Fateful Triangle,
Tanvi Madan argues that China’s influence on the U.S.-India relationship is neither a recent nor a momentary phenomenon.
Drawing on documents from India and the United States, she shows that American and Indian perceptions of and policy
toward China significantly shaped U.S.-India relations in three crucial decades, from 1949 to 1979. Fateful Triangle updates
our understanding of the diplomatic history of U.S.-India relations, highlighting China’s central role in it, reassesses the
origins and practice of Indian foreign policy and nonalignment, and provides historical context for the interactions between
the three countries. Madan’s assessment of this formative period in the triangular relationship is of more than historic
interest. A key question today is whether the United States and India can, or should develop ever-closer ties as a way of
countering China’s desire to be the dominant power in the broader Asian region. Fateful Triangle argues that history shows
such a partnership is neither inevitable nor impossible. A desire to offset China brought the two countries closer together in
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the past, and could do so again. A look to history, however, also shows that shared perceptions of an external threat from
China are necessary, but insufficient, to bring India and the United States into a close and sustained alignment: that
requires agreement on the nature and urgency of the threat, as well as how to approach the threat strategically,
economically, and ideologically. With its long view, Fateful Triangle offers insights for both present and future policymakers
as they tackle a fateful, and evolving, triangle that has regional and global implications.

The Idea of Pakistan
This landmark book provides the first comprehensive assessment of India as a political and strategic power since Indias
nuclear tests, its 1999 war with Pakistan, and its breakthrough economic achievements.

India-Pakistan Nuclear Diplomacy
This book explores the origins of the Indian army from its early exploitative role, to its performance in World War II when it
confronted extreme political and military challenges. Cohen examines the doctrine of civilian control in India and the
evolution of the theory of so-called martial races. The book serves as an interpretation of the history of the Indian Army in
the light of contemporary approaches to nation-building and development theory.

Travelling to Infinity
Steven I. Wilkinson explores how India has succeeded in keeping the military out of politics, when so many other countries
have failed. He uncovers the command and control strategies, the careful ethnic balancing, and the political, foreign policy,
and strategic decisions that have made the army safe for Indian democracy.

Pakistan, the Formative Phase, 1857-1948
The Ethical Foundations of Social Work provides you with an engaging, theoretical and practice-based grounding in social
work ethics. The authors first examine when, how and why principles and debates historically emerged, then explicitly map
them onto everyday ethical challenges and situations in social work practice. As a result, the book promotes an ethically
conscious approach where principles can be flexibly and confidently applied as tools to help you with critical problem
solving.

Who Killed Daniel Pearl?
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The first contemporary textbook on ordinary differential equations (ODEs) to include instructions on MATLAB, Mathematica,
and Maple A Course in Ordinary Differential Equations focuses on applications and methods of analytical and numerical
solutions, emphasizing approaches used in the typical engineering, physics, or mathematics student's field o
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